
Digital Twin Goals: Accuracy, Time, and Cost/

Hybrid Analytics Techniques /

Hybrid Digital Twins Help in Four Key Areas/

Hybrid Analytics Capabilities/

How Does it Work?/

Challenges in Creating a Digital Twin/

Create accurate, evolving digital twins with hybrid analytics

/ The Solution: Hybrid Digital Twins, the Best of Machine 
Learning and Physics

When visionary companies need to know how their world-changing 
ideas will perform, they close the gap between design and reality with 
Ansys simulation. For more than 50 years, Ansys software has enabled 
innovators across industries to push boundaries by using the predictive 
power of simulation. From sustainable transportation to advanced 
semiconductors, from satellite systems to life-saving medical devices, 
the next great leaps in human advancement will be powered by Ansys.

Take a leap of certainty … with Ansys.

Flexibility
Model multiple scenarios 
without overfitting to any 
one

 

Scalability
Rapidly build and deploy 
adaptable digital twins

 

Accuracy
Adhere as closely as 
possible to physics behavior

 

Adaptability
Adapt to changing 
environments and 
conditions

 

- Customers are demanding more from their products, pressuring manufacturers 
to produce faster, better, and more reliable designs

- Data and simulation approaches each make reasonable predictions, but also both 
face limitations

Hybrid Analytics is a toolset for combining data and physics modeling using machine learning techniques. 

Combine data and physics to create the best possible digital twins

Full Integration
 

Fusion Model: Build models from both data and physics

Transform your operations with data-driven and simulation-based digital twin software 

Hybrid Digital Twin: Combine ML-Based Analytics with Physics-Based 
Approaches to Create Accurate and Evolving Digital Twins

/

Using hybrid analytics techniques, the resulting hybrid digital twin is more accurate than if using either just 
data and machine learning of physics simulation alone.

* Based on a real-world customer case - (ML-based  
   analytics combination with the physics-based approach)

Key Use Cases for Hybrid Analytics/

Start your 30-Day Trial 

Hybrid

 

Data & 
Machine 

Learning (ML)

Physics & 
Simulation

Simulation-Based Modeling

Missing real-time field insights

Data-Driven Modeling

Accuracy limited by observed data

Physics
 

Sensor data
 

Engineering 
knowledge

 

Hybrid
Digital Twin

 

A hybrid digital twin is a digital 
twin built from both data and 

physics models.

Virtual Sensors

 

Explore Failure Modes

 

Parameter Estimation

 

Uncertainty Quantification
 

Data Enhancing Physics Simulation
 

Simulation Enhancing ML Models 

Uncertainty 
Quantification

Uncertainty 
quantification on 

parameters and outputs 
provides confidence in fit

 

Fusion
Modeling

Compensate for any 
unmodeled physics or 

other effects by modeling 
the difference between a 
physics model and data

 

Unparalleled
Accuracy

Closely match simulation 
results with measurement 
data by calibrating model 

parameters
 

Robust
Algorithms

Cover diverse 
use cases 

Easy Online 
Recalibration

Quickly recalibrate 
digital twin with online 

recalibration 

 

Reusing engineering design in operations Designing for data and learning from data

Look-ahead performance Closing the design loop

~ 80% accuracy* - Purely 
ML-Based Analytics 

~ 90% accuracy* - Physics-Based 
Simulation Digital Twin

accuracy*
Hybrid Digital Twin
 

Virtual Sensor Fleet Deployments Brownfield Deployments Greenfield Deployments

Inverse Problem Sparse Data Incomplete Physics 
Modeling

Hybrid Digital Twin Key Benefits/

Perform what-ifs before 
applying a solution

 

Explore causality and failure 
modes using physics

 

Create virtual sensors to
measure missing data 

Analyze accurate and 
deterministic predictions 

based on physical principles
 


